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TCA is currently reviewing the CNS11643 Website (全字庫) for IDS, based on the IDS 

Code rule provided by IRGN2225 , but we find that the specification is not very clear at 

this stage, so TCA suggests that the IRG experts can focus on the IDS rule for discussion. 

 

According to the results of the review, three phenomena were found, and if there is no 

consistent principle, TCA are afraid there will be difficulties for the next submission of 

new sets. 

 

1. The confusion of CJK Supplementary Component representation 

Such as “IDS code vs U code”, is it not necessary to use IDS code to represent the 

glyphs that already have U code? Should the IDS code be removed? be given to its 

use? 
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2. Inconsistent disassembly methods 

As shown in the table below. 

 

 

3. How to maintain the database? 

If, according to IRGN2225, each submitter can add an IDS code of his own, how will 

all the data be maintained? How to publish the IDS code after adding it? How to 

make sure the IDS code is the later version? 

 

 

In view of this, TCA recommend that IRG could set up an IDS group and those who are 

interested in this topic could join and discuss it together. Because of the inconsistency of 

each expert's idea and the difference of ideographs of each member body, there will be 

differences in the disassembly process. 

 

（End of document） 

Unicode Glyph IDS-1 IDS-2

U+35EF 㗯 ⿱者叱 ^⿰者⿰口匕$(K)

U+3675 㙵 ⿰土㙜(U+365C) ^⿰土 (U+213B2)$(GT)

U+36AC 㚬 ⿰女勻 ^⿰女匀$(GHT)

U+38F4 㣴 ⿰彳黃 ^⿰彳黄$(K)

U+5E42 幂 ⿱ 巾 ^⿳冖旲巾$(GHKT)

U+6811 树 ⿰权寸 ^⿰木对$(GT)

U+7638 瘸 ⿸疒 ^⿸痂肉$(GHJKT)

U+20AEF ⿱厽人 ^⿱厽 $(G)

U+20B1E ⿰ 又 ^⿰丩又$(GT)

U+237BF ⿰榣糸 ^⿲木䍃糸$(T)

U+2393F ⿰魚 ^⿰鰥欠$(GT)

U+272F2 ⿱亠 ^⿳亠北虫$(G)
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  This is a feedback to IRG N2472, "Considerations of IRG N2225 and decomposition Strategies 
for IDS" by TCA, 2021-03-12.

  Three issues pointed out by TCA will be discussed one by one.

1. What if Supp. Comps. in N2225 are encoded in UCS?

  - Although I am not competent enough to evaluate the details regarding this issue, TCA 
comment seems reasonable.

  - If the 7 Supp. Comps. mentioned by TCA are really encoded in UCS (it looks like they are), 
it seems natural to use UCS cp's instead of Supp. Comps. and to remove those 7 Supp. 
Comps. from the list of Supp. Comps.
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2. Different decomposition (disassembly) ?

  - It seems that the 12 examples in N2472 can be classified into the following two 
categories.

2.1 Different but equivalent IDSes

  - If we further decompose 叱 in IDS-1 for U+35EF, IDS-1 will eventually become 
IDS-2. Therefore, I would say that IDS-1 and IDS are not identical, but equivalent.

  - I assume that IDS check program should be able to figure out equivalent IDSes.

  - The same can be said of the following 6 examples too.

2.2 Decomposition (disassembly) into similar but different components

  - Let's consider U+3675. U+365C and U+213B2 are different but quite similar.

  - I assume that IDS check program should be able to figure out similar 
components.

  - I don't know if IRG maintains a list of similar components.
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2.3 Overall: This issue could be solved by an IDS check program and should not be a problem.

3. How to maintain the list of Supp. Comps.?

  

  - TCA mentions that, according to IRG N2225, each submitter can add an IDS code 
of his own. However, I could not find a statement to that effect in IRG N2225. (If I 
am wrong, please correct me by indicating the statement(s) to that effect.)

  - I already pointed out similar problems in 2.2 and 2.3 of IRG N2464 (part 1). The 
Subsection titles of 2.2 and 2.3 are shown below. For detailed information, see IRG 
N2464 (part 1).

    2.2 Criteria and procedure to review and accept newly suggested Supp. Comps.
    2.3 Supp. Comp. Naming procedure

4. Setting up an IDS group for maintaining IDSes ?

  

  - TCA suggests to form an "IDS group" which will maintain IDS-related issues such 
as IDSes, a list of Supp. Comps., a list of similar characters, etc.

  - Personally, I totally agree with TCA suggestion. The current situation regarding 
IDS is somewhat confusing as I mentioned in IRG N2464 (part 1) and N2462_2 (part 
2) and, therefore, it is suggested that IRG specify all IDS-related issues in PnP.

* * *
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